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CITY COUNCIL WRITTEN PETITION 

Please provide the information requested below. When complete, please submit to the City Clerk's Office, 
1500 Warburton Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95050. 

Date: November 18, 2020 

I, Sam Liu from Newnex Technology Corp., am hereby requesting to be placed on the Santa Clara City 
Council Agenda for the following purpose: 

The developer of 3200 Scott construction project is to build a 10' CMU wall along Newnex property line at 3041 Olcott 
Street. We oppose building such a wall for the following reasons: 

1. The planned wall is a serious threat to public safety since the wall would be easily fall on to either side of the 

property line due to accidents such hitting trucks or caused by earthquake. 

2. If the wall falls onto our side it would damage the high voltage transmitter of the city which is located on the 

easement zone near the property line on Newnex side. 

3. If the wall were built, Newnex has to set back a keep-out zone at least 14' (wall height plus 4') from the property 

line for safety reason. Consequently, 29 out of 66 our current parking spaces along the property line can no 

longer be used. 

4. Building a 10' CMU will destroy the bordering continuity and coherence of the business community since there 

are no any 10' concrete walls built in the immediate neighborhood. 

5. Santa Clara city code: no fence can be over 6' except swimming fool fence which has maximum height of 8'. It 

should apply to concrete walls. 

ADDRESS: __   ______ _ 

Santa Clara, CA 95054 

City Zip Code 

TELEPHONE:* __  _____ _ 

Optional '\! 
DATE: / _k>V. 1£, 
*NOTE: This is a public document. If your telephone number is unlisted or if you do not want it to be public, please 
provide an alternate number where you can be reached . 




